We use ring-polymer-molecular-dynamics (RPMD) techniques and the semi-empirical q-TIP4P/F water model to investigate the relationship between hydrogen bond connectivity and the characteristics of nuclear position fluctuations, including explicit incorporation of quantum effects, for the energetically low lying isomers of the prototype cluster [H 2 O] 8 at T = 50 K and at 150 K. Our results reveal that tunneling and zero-point energy effects lead to sensible increments in the magnitudes of the fluctuations of intra and intermolecular distances. The degree of proton spatial delocalization is found to map logically with the hydrogen-bond connectivity pattern of the cluster. Dangling hydrogen bonds exhibit the largest extent of spatial delocalization and participate in shorter intramolecular O-H bonds. Combined effects from quantum and polarization fluctuations on the resulting individual dipole moments are also examined. From the dynamical side, we analyze the characteristics of the infrared absorption spectrum. The incorporation of nuclear quantum fluctuations promotes red shifts and sensible broadening relative to the classical profile, bringing the simulation results in much more satisfactory agreement with direct experimental information in the mid and high frequency range of the stretching band. While RPMD predictions overestimate the peak position of the low frequency shoulder, the overall agreement with that reported using an accurate, parameterized, many-body potential is reasonable, and far superior to that one obtains by implementing a partially adiabatic centroid molecular dynamics approach. Quantum effects on the collective dynamics, as reported by instantaneous normal modes, are also discussed. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the light nature of protons introduces non-negligible nuclear quantum effects on the behavior of water, even at ambient conditions. This key feature can be readily perceived in the direct comparison between the thermodynamic characteristics of D 2 O and H 2 O. Numerous computer simulations have been conducted to trace back the microscopic origins of such differences and path-integral techniques have been demonstrated to be one of the most successful approaches to undertake such computer experiments. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] The recent advent of a series of increasingly sophisticated, size-selective, spectroscopic techniques has dramatically enhanced the possibilities of gaining structural and dynamical information on aqueous systems comprised of anywhere from a handful to several hundred molecules. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] The analysis of these clusters has allowed a more clear elucidation of the gradual changes that take place in passing from isolated molecule states to macroscopic bulk behaviors. 15 They have also brought forward the important role of the cluster surface and the hydrogen bonding network in understanding how water clusters interact with various other species, a) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: dhlaria@cnea.gov.ar including polar molecules, as well as ions, including excess protons and electrons. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Since water clusters are normally generated via adiabatic expansions of aqueous vapors that bring their temperature down to the range of ∼100 K or below, one must anticipate that nuclear quantum fluctuations should manifest in a more vivid fashion. 25 Further, since the characteristic vibrational and librational frequencies of water molecules depend on their hydrogen bonding environment, it has long been appreciated that the impact of quantum effects should vary with this environment. 26 This variation should reasonably be particularly pronounced in comparing surface and more bulk-like, interior, molecules, which a priori have different bonding environments.
The previous considerations have provided the main motivation for the present study, in which we will present results from ring-polymer-molecular-dynamics (RPMD) 27, 28 experiments to evaluate the extent of nuclear quantum effects on a series of properties pertaining to a prototype cluster, the water octamer. At sufficiently low temperatures, [H 2 O] 8 exhibits the distinctive structural and dynamical characteristics found in bulk solids: fluctuations in the intermolecular distances much smaller than the corresponding average values and dynamical modes involving exclusively small amplitude vibrations. Several computational experiments have predicted that the global energy minimum configuration for the water octamer corresponds, in fact, to two, S 4 and D 2d , cubic-like isomers (see Fig. 1 ) which are practically isoenergetic. 25, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] The presence of these isomers has been corroborated by direct experimental evidence. 43 Considering their hydrogen bond (HB) connectivity pattern, both isomers present four water molecules acting as double-donor-single acceptors (DDSA) while the other four act as single-donor-double-acceptors (SDDA) and exhibit dangling hydrogens (H dng ). From a thermodynamic perspective, computer simulations have already revealed that these aggregates undergo solid-liquid phase transitions in a thermal range spanning, roughly, the 150 K-200 K interval, 31, 34, [44] [45] [46] and that the explicit introduction of quantum nuclear fluctuations shifts the predicted melting temperature down by about 10-20 K. 47, 48 Typically, quantum simulation studies for water have been carried out using potential energy surfaces borrowed from classical force fields for the bulk. As a possible improvement, Manolopoulos and co-workers 49 introduced the flexible q-TIP4P/F model, specifically tailored to avoid implicit quantum effects and be implemented in path-integral simulations of water. They succeeded in obtaining accurate estimates for a large variety of structural and dynamical properties of bulk liquid water. Similar lines of research have also been conducted by Voth and co-workers with their q-SPC/Fw model. 50 One might expect that such models would only provide qualitative descriptions for small clusters due to the subtleties of many-body effects in determining the potential energy surface for such systems, although for larger clusters, one would again expect to recover bulk-like behavior. Since our goals here are specifically to explore the relationship of hydrogen bonding environment and nuclear quantum fluctuations for a prototype cluster within a well defined potential basin, the use of a model such as q-TIP4P/F is completely adequate. If one were to want to quantitatively explore the fluxional regime at temperatures of 200 K and above, or that for a structurally less well defined case, such as the hexamer, 51 then a considerably more refined (and computationally more complex) potential such as the WHBB model 52 or the recently published HBB2-pol model 53, 54 should be implemented. In the present case, where exploration of the cluster configurational landscape is not our goal, use of such a potential would not provide a significant benefit.
In what follows, we will analyze the combined effects from tunneling, zero-point-energy and local polarization fluctuations on the resulting interatomic spatial correlations, and charge distributions in the characteristically different water molecules forming the octamer cluster, emphasizing their particular characteristics as HB donor/acceptor. In addition, we will examine corresponding quantum effects on the overall line shape of the infrared absorption spectrum of the cluster and on the characteristics of the dynamical vibrational modes, as well.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we will present details about the model and will review some basic technical details about the methodology. Information about structural characteristics and proton delocalization will be presented in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we will discuss the dynamical implications of the incorporation of quantum effects, including a comparison among alternative methodologies. Finally, a summary of the key conclusions of the present work will be presented in Sec. V.
II. MODEL AND SIMULATION PROCEDURES
Equilibrium and dynamical properties of the water octamer were examined using the RPMD scheme developed by Manolopoulos and co-workers. 28 For time-independent averages, it is, of course, well known that the results of RPMD are equivalent to path integral (PI) statistical sampling if the simulation is thermostated or if the initial conditions for a collection of trajectories are statistically sampled in a canonical ensemble. For thermal time-independent averages, we implement the former approach and for time dependent correlations, we use the latter. We use the term RPMD throughout to describe the method used, since it correctly and compactly describes the route used here to all quantities calculated. The basic idea of this formalism relies on the consideration of the following P-bead representation of the path-integral canonical partition function for an N particle system, at a temperature T:
(1) where (Pβ P ) −1 = k B T and
In the previous equation, ω = (β P¯) −1 , whereas r (k) i and p
represent the position and momentum of the ith particle of mass M i at the imaginary time slice k, respectively (r
As such, thermal averages for position dependent observables O({r}) are expressed as statistical PI averages: 
Moreover, the previous expression can be naturally extended to estimate temporal correlations between different observables as
where the time evolution of the set of coordinates {r P i (t)} is dictated by the classical equations of motion derived from the Hamiltonian appearing in Eq. (2), at a temperature (k B β P ) −1 . In the present case, the potential energy term in Eq. (2) included inter and intramolecular contributions that were taken from the q-TIP4P/F flexible model. 49 The trajectories were generated by implementing a transformation from Cartesian to normal-mode coordinates, 55 coupled to a multiple time step algorithm 56 that discriminates fast -i.e., harmonic intramolecular interactions in the polymers and intramolecular contributions to V -from the rest of the slowly varying components of the forces. Note that the normal-mode description allows for an analytical integration of Newton's equations of motions derived from the intrapolymer harmonic terms. The thermal interval covered in this study spanned from T = 50 K up to T ∼ 150 K. In all cases, no evaporation episodes were registered. The number of beads was set to P = 100. We checked that, with this value of P, averages obtained from statistically independent experiments performed at T = 50 K presented, at most, 2% differences.
Two different ad hoc procedures were implemented to run simulation experiments: We started by considering initial S 4 configurations corresponding to an N w = 8 aqueous cluster (see Fig. 1 ). A few test runs were also performed on the D 2d clusters ( Fig. 1) , although for all practical purposes, we found no meaningful differences between thermally averaged results from each isomer. At T = 50 K, no spontaneous interconversions between these two isomers were observed. To evaluate time independent properties, we run canonical trajectories lasting typically 20 ns, in which each component of each normal mode coordinate was coupled to a chain of three Nosé-Hoover thermostats, 57 set at appropriate temperatures. In doing so, we could obtain temperature control within 0.1 K. On the other hand, time dependent properties were evaluated from averages collected along one hundred different microcanonical trajectories, lasting typically ∼100 ps. The initial configurations of these microcanonical runs were taken from a set of configurations, chosen from the previous canonical run, with initial velocities generated from appropriate Boltzmann distributions. 58 In all cases, we also computed the corresponding, P = 1, classical trajectories.
III. SPATIAL CORRELATIONS
The starting point of our structural analysis will be the consideration of some relevant site-site spatial correlations. The four panels of Fig. 2 contain results for distributions of inter and intramolecular distances, namely:
where
For intermolecular distances, we focused attention on O-O distances along the twelve edges of the octamer, discriminating the eight ones in which DDSA molecules act as HBdonors from the remaining four, in which the donor waters are SDDAs. The plots in panel (a) and the analysis of the average values listed in column 2 of Table I reveal that the edges of the octamer are slightly dissimilar, with those along HBs in which DDSA water molecules act as donors being ∼0.1 Å longer than the rest. These differences have been previously reported 41 and have been ascribed to the fact that DDSA molecules would be subject to tighter constraints, imposed by the preservation of the linearity of two HBs; this fact, in turn, would also weaken their thermodynamic stabilities. We also remark that the values listed in Table I agree reasonably well with previous estimates for these distances obtained from quantum electronic calculations for minimum energy structures of the water octamer and similar small cyclic clusters. 30 Within this context, the analysis of intramolecular O-H distances is also instructive. For these cases, we distinguished two categories: (i) r OH dng , i.e., intramolecular O-H distances involving dangling hydrogens and (ii) r O−H con , intramolecular O-H distances involving connecting hydrogens. The curves in panel (b) and the entries in columns 3 and 4 of Table I show that SDDA molecules exhibit both the shortest and the longest intramolecular O-H distances. The latter characteristic could be reasonably anticipated, based on the stronger character of the HBs which, in turn, would stretch the intramolecular O-H distance in the tagged donor molecule. As a reference, also note that O-H distances in the bulk (also listed in Table I ) are practically identical to those reported for r OH con in SDDA molecules. Effects from nuclear quantum fluctuations upon spatial correlations can gauged in a more vividly fashion by examining the profiles that appear in the bottom panels, where we present classical results (panels (c) and (d)). In all cases, the incorporation of quantum fluctuations stretches O-O distances by 0.1-0.2 Å (see entries in Table I ); these changes are much less pronounced for O-H distances, where the modifications involve only ∼0.02 − 0.04 Å shifts towards larger distances. Much more evident modifications are observed in the widths of the quantum distributions which, for all three P OH (r) cases, look ∼5 times wider than the classical ones.
The previous observations can be complemented with the analysis of the characteristics of the proton spatial delocalization, expressed in terms of R i (k), the imaginary time mean square displacement functions of the type,
In the previous expression, r H i represents the coordinate of a tagged H-site (i = con, dng). The maximum magnitude of R 2 i measures the extent of quantum dispersion of particle i. Plots for R 2 i (k) are depicted in the top panel of Fig. 3 . As a reference point, we have also included results for the free, i.e., noninteracting, proton-polymer, namely,
where λ = 0.98 Å represents the proton thermal wavelength at T = 50 K.
Results for H con contrast with the ones for H dng and reveal a much larger extent of spatial localization in the former category. Note that both plots for H con quickly attain plateau-like characteristics along the 0.2 k/P 0.8 interval, a signature that is usually ascribed to ground state dominance, that is, a thermal distribution dominated by the ground quantum state alone. 59 As such, combined effects of intra and inter- At this point, we briefly digress on the characteristics of a similar analysis performed in the octamer at a temperature closer to the onset of the solid-liquid transition. 31, 34, 44, 45 Plots for R 2 i (k) at T = 150 K appear in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 . Note that while the previous qualitative trends are preserved, the signatures of ground state dominance in the connecting hydrogens is much less evident and the differences between the characteristic lengthscales describing dangling and connecting protons do not surpass ∼0.05 Å. For H dng , the shrinkage of the proton-polymer size is of the order of ∼25% whereas, for connecting hydrogens, the latter thermal quantum effects appear to be counterbalanced by a lesser extent of localization induced by thermal disruption of structure and a corresponding weaker intermolecular Coulomb coupling. As such, this combination results in a somewhat milder, ∼10% effective contraction at the higher temperature.
The average pair structure also provides information about deviations from the spherical-like structure of the proton-polymer. Assuming an ellipsoidal geometry, such deviations can be readily expressed in terms of a simple order parameter based on eccentricities i defined in terms of
In the previous equation,
and
Note that i is close to 0 for nearly spherical hydrogenpolymers whereas it tends to 1 for prolate-like geometries along parallel and perpendicular directions with respect to the intramolecular O-H bond. Our results show that the overall polymer shapes are far from spherical: for connecting hydrogens, the combined effects between the local characteristics of intra-and intermolecular interactions are translated into eccentricities of similar magnitude: con = 0.55 (0.57) for DDSA (SDDA) molecules. On the other hand, the local anisotropy of the confining potential acting on dangling hydrogens is much more marked, leading to eccentricities ∼20% larger, i.e., dng = 0.67.
To conclude this section, we consider a simple measure that captures the effects from the complex interplay between local polarization and quantum fluctuations on the charge distributions of each water molecule. We computed the corresponding magnitude of the individual molecular dipole moments. RPMD and classical results for μ are listed in the last column of Table I . Two features are worth noting: (i) compared to the classical results, our simulations predict ∼1% quantum increment in all dipole moments; (ii) regardless of the particular treatment, local polarization fluctuations are somewhat more marked in DDSA molecules than in SDDA ones. The larger distortion of the overall charge distribution in the former molecules would just be a direct consequence of their participation as donors in two HBs. Yet, from a quantitative perspective, note that the magnitude of the polarization fluctuations prevailing in the octamer remain smaller than those reported in bulk water at ambient conditions, where the reported RPMD dipole moment was found to be μ bulk = 2.348 D. 49 
IV. TIME DEPENDENT RESULTS
Our dynamical analysis will focus on the characteristics of the IR absorption spectrum of the water octamer at low temperatures. The quantity of interest is the product of the spectral density α(ω) times the frequency-dependent refractive index n(ω). Within the RPMD approximation, the intensity of the IR spectrum is proportional to the Fourier transform of C RPMD (t), namely, 49, 55 
In Eq. (14), In Eq. (16), the sum over the index j involves 3N w sites, with partial charges z j e and velocities v (k) j evaluated at the kth imaginary time slice.
In Fig. 4 , we present RPMD results for the spectral intensity of [H 2 O] 8 at T = 50 K, restricted to the frequency domain involving intramolecular modes. The overall lineshape can be pictured in terms of (i) a bending band at ω ∼ 1600 cm −1 and (ii) stretching band, spanning the ∼3400-3700 cm −1 interval. Note that, as such, the intensity profile shows no evident signs of "contaminating signals" from spurious frequencies originating from intra-polymer modes; 60 as a guide to the eye, these polymer frequencies are shown as open circles in the figure. We have verified that our methodology does manifest the substantial inaccuracies for the water monomer that have been reported elsewhere, 60 so that the present system clearly is much better behaved.
Compared to the classical lineshape, the RPMD spectrum exhibits red-shifts and sensible broadenings in both bands. At a first glance, these effects look much more prominent in the four-peak structure of the O-H stretching band although, in fact, the quantum bending band also appears structureless. It is worth noting here that the implementation of a partially adiabatic centroid molecular dynamics (PA-CMD) approach, 61 according to the scheme described in Ref. 55 , does yield a double-peaked bending signal; however, in this case, the stretching band looks much more broadened and centered at ∼3100 cm −1 (see Fig. 4 ). Before discussing the analysis of the physical interpretation of these results, we digress to analyze the internal consistency of the dynamical predictions of our RPMD scheme. This kind of analysis has been performed in the past 58, [62] [63] [64] so, here, we will briefly comment on its basic elements. The time correlation function C RPMD (t) shown in Eq. (15) 
An equivalent expression can be obtained connectinĝ C RPMD (ω) with R 2 μ (τ ), the imaginary-time mean square displacement of the total dipole:
. (21) The computation of the imaginary-time correlation function from each of these two independent routes can be performed in a straightforward fashion using the RPMD-run (see the Appendix). In Fig. 5 , we present results for R 2 μ (τ ) and Gμ(τ ) obtained from the RPMD sampling and from the integrals shown in the right-hand sides of Eqs. (18) and (20) . As one can see, the agreement between the two sets of results is remarkably satisfactory, a fact that provides considerable support for the quality of the RPMD dynamical description for the present system. An analysis of the spectrum of normal modes performed on a quenched structure of the classical S 4 isomer (also shown in Fig. 4 ) reveals that 43 (i) the two central peaks of the stretching band correspond to four symmetric and four asymmetric modes involving exclusively DDSA molecules, whereas the two, at the highest and the lowest energy, correspond to similar modes in SDDA molecules; (ii) in contrast, all eight bending modes exhibit much more marked, collective characteristics. A careful inspection shows that the high (low) frequency modes correspond to sets of intramolecular displacements in which groups of SDDA and DDSA molecules bend in an outof-phase (in-phase) fashion.
Within this context, the analysis of the instantaneous normal modes 65 (INM) is also instructive. In the top panel of Fig. 6 , we present results for the RPMD and classical-INM spectra, namely,
where ω
i represents the square root of the eigenvalues of the 9N w × 9N w matrix:
In Eq. (23) the simple classic diffusive picture proposed by Zwanzig 66 -where the dynamics of the molecules is cast in terms of individual harmonic oscillations interrupted by jumps over saddle points that destroy the coherence of the harmonic dynamics -the increment in the number of unstable frequencies would foreshadow the lowering of the melting transition of the octamer detected in previous quantum simulations 47, 48 and (ii) a sensible widening of the frequency ranges describing the different modes: Note that the original energy gap at ω ∼ 1360 cm −1 that, in the classical case, separates the low frequency translational and rotational bands from the bending one, is bridged by a new set of RPMD-intermediate frequencies. More dramatic are the changes affecting the range of frequencies involved in stretching motions, which now spans a much wider, ∼2000 cm −1 − 5000 cm −1 frequency interval. An analysis performed on the participation ratio, R(ω), serves to quantify the extent of delocalization of the different dynamical modes, namely, 67
In Eq. (25), the sum over the index δ includes the Cartesian coordinates of the three sites belonging to the jth molecule and e Results for R −1 (ω) are displayed in the bottom panel of Fig. 6 . One can clearly see that RPMD modes exhibit a sensible reduction in their collective characters. Within the quantum treatment, practically all stretching modes consist of single molecule motions, whereas the bending modes, originally delocalized along two sets of SDDA and DDSA molecules, involve no more than ∼2 water molecules. These observation provide new evidence of the consequences of weakening interparticle Coulomb coupling, which, in turn, would simplify the description of the overall dynamics closer to a sum of uncorrelated displacements of the individual cluster components.
To conclude our presentation, we will refer to the comparison between the predicted RPMD spectrum and direct experimental information. In Fig. 4 , we have included the positions of the four stretching sub-bands of the S 4 water octamer reported by Buck et al. 43 from infrared depletion experiments (see arrows). Clearly, the introduction of nuclear quantum fluctuations brings the classical simulation results of the three high-frequency peaks in much closer agreement with the experimental signals. In fact, for these cases, the energy differences between simulated and experimental results, barely exceed ∼30 cm −1 , at most. Contrasting, the position of the RPMD lowest frequency peak, reported by Buck et al. at ω = 3065 cm −1 , falls ∼200 cm −1 too high. This mismatch was not totally unexpected. In fact, even rather high level quantum calculations have shown similar discrepancies 30, 68 which, in some cases, required ad hoc rescaling procedures to bring theoretical predictions in reasonable agreement with the reported experimental results. 68 Unfortunately, in our particular case, neither the normal mode analysis of the isolated molecule nor the characteristics of the bulk spectrum (also shown in Fig. 4 ) were able to provide clues to account for such discrepancies.
Within this context, it is also instructive to compare the present results with those recently reported by Wang and Bowman 69 for the stretching band of the water octamer, using a full-dimensional ab initio potential energy surface and dipole moment surface, referred to as the WHBB model (see the upper solid-curve in Fig. 4) . One can observe that while the low-frequency peak at 3000-3100 cm −1 is much better reproduced by the WHBB model, the agreement in the high frequency stretching band regime is comparable to our RPMD predictions. As such, the quest for a model that will reproduce all the characteristics of the stretching band of the water octamer remains incomplete.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The results presented in this paper provide new insights into the importance of nuclear quantum effects on structural and dynamical characteristics of the water octamer at low temperatures, and particular demonstrate the strong correlation of the characteristics of proton quantum fluctuations with hydrogen bonding environment. In a broad context, and as expected, we have verified that the explicit incorporation of such fluctuations promotes an overall weakening of hydrogen bonding in the cluster. This can be easily perceived in the 0.1-0.2 Å elongations observed in the different edges of the cubic structure, compared to the classical results. Moreover, from a quantitative perspective, the HB donor characteristics of each individual molecule control the magnitude of such modifications. Due to steric restrictions, HBs along DDSA molecules are weaker than those along SDDA ones. As a consequence, the latter molecules exhibit both the longest (along connecting hydrogens) and shortest (involving dangling H) intramolecular distances. Combined effects from the intramolecular interactions and the local characteristics of the intermolecular Coulomb coupling lead to a sensible increment in the spatial dispersion of quantized dangling hydrogens. Moreover, their "free" bonding character induces larger anisotropies in their spatial distributions. The net result of this complex interplay can be readily interpreted in terms of the small but distinct shifts in the individual dipole moments. Due to their double HB-donor role, DDSA molecules exhibit the largest polarization effects.
RPMD predictions for the positions of the mid-and highfrequency peaks of the stretching band of the IR spectrum of [H 2 O] 8 were found to be remarkably accurate compared to experimental results. Consistency checks on the validity of the RPMD dynamics, carried out in imaginary time, support the implications that this agreement is not fortuitous. The agreement is much less satisfactory for the location of the low frequency shoulder, a fact that may be a limitation of the q-TIP4P/F model, although similar problems have been noted in other approaches. 30, 68 The complementary analysis of the INM spectrum reveals an augmentation of unstable frequencies when quantized, a fact that would sensibly open possibilities of new channels for diffusive dynamics at lower temperatures than those found in classical simulations, a result consistent with a decrease in cluster "melting point" for the quantum system. Concerning the overall characteristics of the bending and stretching modes, nuclear quantum effects also promote a sensible loss in the degree of collective character of the atomic motions, which, under these circumstances, would primarily be preserved at a molecular level.
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APPENDIX: SELF AND CROSS CONTRIBUTIONS TO Gμ(τ )
Equations (18) and (20) 
with n arbitrary. One can resort to a generalization of the virial estimator 72 to obtain a more tractable expression of the previous equation. In particular, 
Considering the equivalence of all beads forming a tagged ring-polymer, the previous expression can be brought into a more symmetric one, involving a sum of self and cross correlations:
where 
